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Abstract

In this paper, we compare four distributed connection ad-
mission cent rol schemes in cellular networks \vherethe first
two schemes are to keep the hand-off dropping probablht.y
below a target vahte, the third scheme is to guarantee no
hand-off drops through a per-connection bandwidth reser-
vation, and the fourth scheme uses another type of per-
con nection bandwidth reservation. The first scheme pre-
dicts the bandwidth required to handle hand-offs by esti-
mat ing possible hand-offs from adjacent cek, then performs
the admission control for each newly-requested connection.
On the other hand, the second scheme predicts the total
required bandwidth in the current ce~ by =tirnating both
incoming and outgoing hand-offs at each ce~. The third
scheme requires the set of ce~s which the mobde with a
newly-request ed connection WN traverse. and reserves band-
width for each connection in each of those ce~s. The fourth
scheme reserves bandwidth for each connection in the pre-
dicted next ce~ of a mobde. JVeadopt the history-based m~
bfity estimation for the first two schemes. Using extensive
simulations, the four schemes are compared quantitatively
in terms of (I) important performance measures such as the
hand-off dropping probabtity, connection-blocking proba-
btity, and bandwidth utfization, (2) dependency on the de-
sign parameters, (3) dependency on the mob~lty estimation
accuracy, and (4) complexity. The simulation results indl-
cate that the first scheme is the most. desirable in the sense
that it achieves re~~onably good performance while requir-
ing much less memory and computation than the other three
schemes.

1 introduction

Connection-1evel QoS issues related to the estabhshment
and management of connections are very important in QoS-
sensitive ce~ular networks because users are expected to
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move during communication sessions causing hand-offs be-
tween ce~. The current trend in ce~ular net~vorksis shrink-
ing ce~ size to accommodatee more mobtie users in a given g~
ographicd area. This results in more frequent hand-offs, and
makes connection-level QoS more difficult to achieve. T\vo
import ant connect ion-level QoS parameters are the proba-
bfity PCB of blocking newly-requested connections and the
probabfity PHD of dropping hand-offs due to the unavtil-
abfity of channek in the new ceU. As in a wired network
with QoS guarantees, mobtie users, once their connections
are set up, should be able to continue communication as
long as they want.

Since it is impractical to completely ehminate hand-off
drops, the best one can do is to provide some form of proba-
bilistic QoS guarantees. Recently, two connection-admission
schemes have been proposed to keep the hand-off dropping
probabtity below a target vrdue PH~,t=,get. fimiting PH D
below PHD,t=rg.t is referred to as the design goal through-
out th~ paper. Both schemes are b=ed on the estimation of
hand-offs that may occur in a specific time window. First,
using the scheme proposed in [1] (referred to as CHOI), the
base station (BSI of a ce~ calculates the required bandwidth
to be reserved for anticipated hand-offs from adjacent (-ells
upon arrivrd of a new connection request. The mobiity [i.e.,
hand-off behavior) of each user is estimated using a history
of hand-offs observed in each ce~. Using this estimation. one
can compute the bandwidth required to handle the hand-offs
that are predicted to occur within a specific time window.
It dso adaptively controls the time window size depending
on the observed hand-off dropping events.

In the second scheme proposed in [6] (referred to as
NAG), the BS considers not ody incoming hand-offs from
adjacent ce~s, but &o outgoing hand-offs into adjacent ceHs
from the current ce~. The BS then cdculat es the tot d re-
quired bandwidth in its ceU for both handed-off and etisting
connections. Originfly, this scheme was evahtated b~~ed on:
(1) an exponentifly-dist.ribut ed time each mobde spends in
a ce~ and (2) the perfect knowledge about mobihty and
hfetimes of user connections, i.e., known hand-off and con-
nection termination rates. Under these assumptions, NAG
was shown to achieve the design gord of keeping PHD below a
target vahte. However, these two assumptions do not usu~y
hold in re&ty, and hence, we adopt the history-based m~
btity estimation scheme developed for CHOI under more
refistic assumptions.

NAG may appear to be superior to CHOI because it
considers more states on the mobfity in each ce~. How-
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ever, as we shfl show later, CHOI performs as good as,
and requires much less resources than NAG. The former
requires much more computation and memory to keep PHD
below PHDptargetover a variety of traffic loads, ~d it is very
sensitive to the choice of a design parameter. In contrast,
CHOI is found to be insensitive to inaccuracies in mobd-
it.y estimation and achieves the design god with much less
computation and memory complexity than NAG.

&o considered is an admission-control scheme (referred
to as AG here) which guarantees no hand-off drop for any
existing connection. Using the first two schemes, it is not
possible to completely ebinate hand-off drops. No hand-
off drops can be achieved ordy by checking the bandwidth
avtiabfity and reserving each connection’s bandwidth in all
ce~ the mobtie (which is requesting a new connection) is to
traverse in future. PracticWy, it is impossible to know these
ceh in 2dvance during the admission-control phase. The ba-
sic concept of this scheme was proposed in [8] assuming the
av~abfity of such information. We ~ti show how costly it
is to make the hand-off dropping probabfity zero even un-
der this impractical assumption. The last admission-control
scheme (referred to = BHARG) is based on per-connection
bandwidth reservation [4, 5]. This scheme does not have
any spedc design god, u~e the other three schemes de
scribed above. The next ce~ each mobfie ~fl move into is
predicted, and its per-connection bandwidth is reserved in
the ce~. By doing this, it is possible to reduce PCB to d-
almostzero. In fact, the authors of [4] proposed to use th~
per-connection bandwidth and admission control when the
next ceti of a mobfle can be predicted, and to use a variant
of NAG when it is not. It d be shown that BHARG
is st~ costly compared to the first two schemes due to its
per-connection bandwidth reservation requirement.

There is one more scheme that tits PHD below a tar-
get [3]. The scheme uses the “shadow cluster” concept to es-
timate future resource requirements and perform admission
control to firnit PHD, in which the shadow cluster is a set of
ce~s around a mobde. This scheme is b=ed on avtiabtity
of the precise knowledge of each user’s mobfity, depending
on his/her location and time. The mobfity estimation used
here may provide this scheme with the needed knowledge of
mobtity, but it is unclear how it d work if the ~o~vledge
is not accurate, as is usufly the case when the history-based
mobfit.y estimation is used. fro, the scheme didn’t address
clearly how to determine the shadow duster either. More
importantly, the scheme is computationfly too expensive
to be practical, as compared to the four schemes considered
here.

The paper is organized as fo~ows. Section 2 states the
system specifications and assumptions. The users’ mobfity
estimation based on an aggregate history of observations is
presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes CHOI, Section 5
describes NAG uttizing mobfity estimation, and Section 6
presents two per-connection bandwidth reservation-based ad-
mission control schemes, AG and BHARG. Section 7 quan-
titatively compares these four admission-control schemes.
Findy, the paper concludes with Section 8.

2 System Model

We consider a wireless/mobde network with a ce~tiar in-
frastructure, comprising a wired backbone and a (possibly
large) number of base stations (BSS). The geographical area
covered by a BS is cded a cell. A mobtie,l w~e residing

l\Ve use the term “mobiles” to refer to mobile or portable devices,
e.g., hand-held handsets or portable computers.
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Figure 1: Indexing of ce~s.

in a ce~, communicates through its current BS with another
party, which may be a node connected to the wired network
or another mobfle. When a mobfle moves into an adjacent
ce~ in the middle of a communication session, a hand-off
WN enable the mobde to maintain seatims connectivity to
its communication partner, i.e., the mobtie d continue to
communicante through the new BS, preferably without notic-
ing any Werence. A hand-off could fti due to insufficient
bandwidth avdable in the new ce~, and in such a case, a
connection hand-ofl drop occurs. Here, we preclude delay-
insensitive aDDEcations. which mi=ht tolerate lon~ hand-off
delays in c~; of insufficient ban;tidth in the n;w ce~ at
the time of hand-off.

For simphcity, BSS are assumed to be fdy-connected so
that they communicate with each other through the wired
hks. However, this assumption is not always required as
discussed in [1], and won’t affect the resdts in this paper.
Under this assumption, the admission control considered in
th~ paper can be performed by each BS, which receives a
new connection request from a mobtie in its ceU. AU ceh
around a ce~ A are indexed:z A is labeled with O, and the
others with numbers beginning 1 as shown in Figure 1. Let
Ci!j be the j-th connection in ce~ i and b(Ci,J ) be its r~
qmred bandwidth. For simphcity, we assume that a m-
bde doesn’t have multiple simultaneous connections, so that
by an active mobile, we mean a mobde with one existing
connection.3

The ceUtiar system uses a fixed channel docation (FCA)
scheme, and each ce~ has a wireless hk capacity C. The
unit of bandwidth is BU, which is the required bandwidth
to support one voice connection. A connection runs through
multiple wired and wireless finks, and hence, we need to con-
sider the admission control on both wireless and wired finks.
For a new connection to be admitted, the admission tests on
d the nodes along the route of the connection (traversing
both wireless and wired finks) should be positive. However,
we WN confine ourselves to the admission control on the
wireless fink in each ce~, because routing and/or rerouting
upon hand-off of a connection is beyond the scope of th~ pa-
per. The schemes considered here can be easfly extended to
include the admission control on wired hks by considering
the routing and rerouting inside the wired network.

3 Mobility Estimation

The direction and speed of active mobfles are, in general,
unknown to the underlying wired network (or BSS). How-
ever, for effective admission control with our design god,
it is necessary to have a good mobfity-estimation scheme.
We describe here the mobfity-estimation scheme [1] that is

2This is the cell A’s (or its bme station”s) view.
3Hence, we will use the terms “connection” and “mobile” inter-

changeably throughout the p2per.
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based on a history of hand-offs observed in each ce~. This
scheme is motivated by road traffic: the mobfity in terms
of a mobde’s speed and direction in a ce~ is probabfistic~y
simflar to that of those mobfles that came from the same
previous ce~ and are now residing in the same ce~. The
rationale behind this scheme is the existence of the trfic
sign~ and/or signs (e.g., speed Emits) and the possible cor-
relation between mobdes’ previous and future paths. This
scheme might not produce very accurate mobtity estimation
due to its dependency on the observation, but is feasible in
practice, and was found to work we~ with CHOI [1].

3.1 Hand-Off Estimation Functions

We now explain the scheme to estimate and predict mobfl-
ity. This scheme d be executed by the BS of each ce~ in
a d~tributed manner. For each mobde which moves into an
adjacent ce~ from the current ce~ O, the ce~ O’s BS caches
the mobde’s quadruplet, (Tev.~~,prev, nezt, T..j ), cded a
hand-off event quadruplet, where Tevent is the time the m~
bde departed from the current ce~, prev is the index of the
previous ce~ the mobtie had resided in before entering the
current ce~, nezt is the index of the ce~ the mobde entered
after departing from the current cd, and Tsoj k the sojourn
time of the mobde in the current ce~, i.e., the time span be-
tween the entry into and departure from the current ce~.
Note that prev = Omeans that the departed mobde started
its connection in the current ceU.

From the cached quadruplets, the BS btids hand-ofl es-
timation function, which describes the estimated distribu-
tion of the next ce~ and sojourn time of a mobtie, depend-
ing on the ceU the mobfle previously resided in. One can
&o imagine that this probabfistic behavior of mobdes, es-
peci~y in terms of sojourn time, ~ depend on the time
of day, e.g., the sojourn time during rush hours }ti Mer
significantly from that during non-rush hours. We assume
that the probabfitic behavior d mostly foUow a cychc
pattern with the period of one day. A hand-off estimation
function, at the current time t.,isobtained as fo~ows: for
a quadruplet (T.”.~t, prev, nezt, T..j) such that

t.- Tint – nTd.y < Tea.nt < to+ Tint – nTdaY, (1)

where Tint is the estimation interval of the function which
is a design parameter, Td~Yis the duration of a day, i.e., 24
hours, and n (~ O) is an integer,

FHoE(tO, prev, neXt, Tsoj) := Wn, (2)

where 1 ~ w~ ~ w~~l, and wn = O for ~ n > Nwin-days.
The weight factor w~ reflects the fact that the trtic condi-
tion in a ce~ during a spectic period of days can vary over
time. NWin-daY.is a design parameter so that the quadruplet
observed more than (~wtn-days . Tdau + Tint) ago is deter-
mined to be out-of-date, and hence, not used for the hand-
off estimation function. One can easfly see that the hand-
off estimation functions are Mected by the hand-off event
quadruplets ~vithin the periodic windows of duration 2T,nt
as shown in Figure 2. Note that the duration [to, to+ Tint]
is missing in the figure because it represents a future time,
~~hichis not meaningfti in the definition of a hand-off event
quadruplet.

In practice, it is desirable to Emit the number of the
quadruplets (1) used for the hand-off estimation function
and (2) currently not used for the hand-off estimation func-
tion, but cached for future use, e.g., those with to+ T,nt –
Td.y < T...~t < t. - Tint in Figure 2, in order to reduce
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Figure 2: An example of periodic windows to obtain hand-
off estimation functions with NWin-daYS= 2.
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Figure 3: An example of the footprint of hand-off estimation
function for prev = 1.

the memory and computation complexity.* We define the
maximum hand-off estimation function size, NqU~d, as the
maximum number of hand-off event quadruplets used for
the hand-off estimation function for each prev. This imp~es
that we don’t need the quadruplets from previous days if we
observed enough during the last Tint interval. Up to N~~~d
cached quadruplets are used for the hand-off estimation with
the fo~owing priority rtie. First, the quadruplet that sat-
isfies Eq. (1) with a smder n gets higher priority. Second,
among those satisfying Eq. (1) with the same n, the quadru-
plet with a sm~er lT.”.nt – nTdayl gets higher priority. Fig-
ure 2 shows art example that ody the quadruplets with the
event times Te”ent withinthe shaded regions are used for the
hand-off estimation function according to the priority role,
implying that the total number of quadruplets within the
regions be N~”ad. In order to reduce the caching memory
sixe, those quadruplets observed at time t’, (i.e., Tea=”t = t’),
when the hand-off estimation function at time t’doesn’t use
any quadruplets observed previous days, are not cached for
future use, because they are urdikely to be used for the hand-
off estimation function next day. Note that those quadru-
plets (1) with T.v.nt < to — Tint — Nwin-d.Y.Td.Y ~d (2)
not used for the hand-off estimation function during the last
(Tdav + Tit) can be deleted from the cache entries.

Figure 3 shows an example of footprint of the hand-off es-
timation function for prev = 1 without showing the values of
wn’s. The hand-off estimation function in a 3-dirnensionfl
space ~ti have Merent heights, depending on the values
of wn’s. The example is drawn from the same indexing
as shown in Figure 1 (b). From the footprint, we observe
that ce~ 4 is the farthest ce~ from ceU 1 (i.e., the previous
ce~) through ce~ O (i.e., the current ce~) among the ajacent
ceh of ce~ O since the sojourn times before entering ce~
4 are generdy shown to be among the largest. Note that
the hand-off estimation function for given pTev can generate
a probabfity mass function for a tw~dirnensiond random

4The calculations required for mob]lity estimation will be depen-
dent on the number of the quadruplets used for the hand-off estima-
tion function x will be shown in the next section.
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xT.=t-.oj(cO,j)<f.aj STezt-soj(co,j)+Tesi

F~~~(tO,prev(CO, J),~e~t,t,.j)

FHOE(ta,prev(Co,j),mezt’,tsoj) ‘
Ph(co,J + ~e~~):=

:n22:2;2’Te=’-*0j(c0”) ,~, OJ>T==,-,Oj(cO j, ~~o~(to, p~eV(Co,j), nezt’, t~Oj)# 0,
(3)

o, otherwise.

vector (n ezt, T,~J ), where nezt is the pre~lcted next ce~
and T,~J is the estimated sojourn the ~ the current ce~.
Then, the probabfity that a connection which arrives from
ce~ preu, at time to, WU reside in the current ce~ for t~o~,
where T~,~ < t~~l < Tmaz, and depart to Cefi next can be
estimated by

Pr(Tmin < t.~, S Tin.. & dep~ture to ce~ next) = (4)

ETmxn<tsojSTm.z
FHoE(to,pTev, next, tsoj)

~ne.tfEAO ~O<t.oj<@
FHOE(tO, prev, next’, tsoj)’

where A. is the set of neighbor cW’ indices of ce~ 0.

4 Admission Control CHOI with Estimation of Incoming
Hand-offs Only

We first describe the admission control scheme CHOI in [1]
to keep PHD below PHD,t.rg.t by utw~g the hand-off eS-
tirnation function described thus far.

4.1 Target Reservation Bandwidth

This approach is based on the estimated mobfity during the
time window [t., t.+ Test], where to is the current t~e. We
consider the behavior of a mobtie in the current ceU. The
mobfity of an active mobde with connection Co,j is esti-
mat ed with the probabfity, p~ (CO,J + i), that Co,j hands

off hto ce~ i tithin Test.
The hand-off probabtity can be computed using the hand-

off estimation function as fo~ows. The BS of a ceU keeps
track of each active mobde in its ce~ via the mob~e’s ez-
tant sojourn firne. Connection CO,j’S extant sojourn time,
Tezt-so3 (co,j ), k the the ~apsed s~ce the active rnob~e

with connection CO,Jentered the current ceU. Using Bayes’
theorem [7], the hand-off probabfity pk(CO,j ~ next) at
time to is cdctiated by Eq. (3), where pTev(CO,J) is the
ce~ in which CO,j resided before entering the current ceU
and A, is the set of indices of ce~ i’sneighboring ce~. The
equation represents the expected probabfity that CO,jhands
off into ceU next with the sojourn time tso,which is less
than, or equal to, T~t-~OJ(Co,J) + Test tiven the con~tion
that t,~, > Tezt-..J(CO,J). This is the hand-off probabfity
ph(cO,J + nezt).

Figure 4 shows an example of Cdcdatkg ph(c~,~ ~ 4),
when CO,Jentered ceH Ofrom ceu 1, uskg the footprint of the
hand-off estimation function for pre~(Co,j) = 1, shown in
Figure 3. In the figure, the V~USS of FHOE(t., 11 next’, TsOj)

from d points at the right side of the vertical he at T.OJ =
Tezf~oJ (CO,J) (i.e., ti both dark ~d fight shaded retions)
are summed to obt tin the denominator in Eq. (3). Because
this value is not zero, the ~’~ues of F~oE(to, 1,41 TSO~)from
two points in the dark-shaded region are summed to ob
tain the numerator in Eq. (3). Then, we can complete the
cdcdation of ph (CO,3~ 4). Note that the mobde with con-
nection CO,, is estimated to be stationary (i.e., non-moving)
in ce~ Oif there is no hand-off event in the hand-off estima-
tion function with a sojourn time larger than the connection
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Figure 4: An example of cdctiating Ph(cO,j + next)

when prev(Co,j) = 1 and next = 4 using the footpfit of
FHoE(t., 1, next’, Tsoj).

Co,j’s extant sojourn time, i.e., the denominator in Eq. (3)
is zero.

Now, using the probabfities of handing off connections
into ce~ o from its adjacent ceU i within T..: (i.e., h~d-off
probabtities ph(Ci,j ~ O)), the required bandwidth B~,o to
be reserved in ce~ Ofor the expected hand-offs from ce~ i is
given by:

B~,o = ~ b(Ci,J)p.(ci,j ~o), (5)

JEC,

where Ci is the set of indices of the connections in ce~ i and
b(C,,j ) is connection CitJ’s bandwidth. Fin&y, the target
reservation bandwidth Br,o in ce~ O, which is the aggregate
bandwidth to be reserved in ceU O for the expected hand-
offs from adjacent cek within the estimation time Test, ~

calculated as:
Br,o = ~ B:)o . (6)

Note that B,,O is a target, not the actual reserved band-
width, since a ce~ may not be able to reserve the target
bandwidth. This can happen because a BS can control the
admission of ody newly-requested connections, not those
connections handed off from adjacent cek.

Note that the target reservation bandwidth is an incre=-
ing function of the estkation time T..t as Ph(Ci,j + O) is
an increasing function of Test. There might be an optirn~
Vflue of Test for given trafic/mobtity status in the sense
of yidding the Ie=t connection-blocking probabtity whfie
keeping the hand-off dropping probabtity below the target.
In this scheme, the estimation time WM be adjusted adap
tively in each ce~ independently of others, depending on the
hand-off dropping events in the ce~ as described in the next
subsection. Then, the estimation time Test of ceu next (or

Test,nezt) ld be used in Eq. (3). SO, *vhen the BS ~ ce~
Oneeds to update the value of B,,o, the BS ~fl inform the
current value of T~~t,o to the adjacent tens, then the BS ~
each adjacent ce~ w~ use Eq. (5) to calculate the required
bandwidth for the expected hand-offs from that ce~, (i.e.,



01. if (w = [l/P~~,t~~g=tl), then web. := w;
02. T=., := T.tart; nH := O; nH~ := O;
03. while (time increases) {
04. if (hand-off into the current ce~ happens) then {
05. :=nH+l;
06. ~f~it is dropped) then {
07. nHD := nHD + 1;
08. if (n~D > w~b,/W) then {
09. Wab=:= w~bs+ W;
10. if (Tes: < Ts.j}maz) then T.st := Test + 1;
11. }
12. }
13. else if (nH ~ web,) then {
14. if (nHD ~ W.b./W and Test > 1) then
15. T..t := T..: – 1;
16. w~b~:= W; nH := O; nHD := O;
17. )
18. }
19. }

Figure 5: A pseud~code of the algorithm to adjust Test in
each BS.

BJ,Ofor ce~ i) and ~ inform ce~ O’s BS of this value. Fi-
ndy, cd O’s BS d cdctiate B,,o using Eq. (6).

4.2 Control of Mobility Estimation Time Wndow

Using the bandwidth reservation described above, the band-
width for hand-offs ~ be over-reserved (under-reserved) if
T..t is too large (smd). There might exist an optirnfl value
of T=St for specific traffic load and user mobtity, but these
parameters in practice vary with time. Moreover, the m~
bfity estimation functions used might not describe mobdes’
behavior we~, thus restiting in inaccurate mobtity estirua-
tion even tith the optirnd T.,t. Hence, an adaptive dg~
rithm is used to control the mobfity estimation time window
size based on the hand-off dropping events in each ce~ so as
to approximate the optirnfl T..t over time. Figure 5 shows
the pseudwcoded algorithm executed by the BS in each cd
to adjust the value of T.,t.

Before running the algorithm, the reference window size
w (= [l/~H~,~argetl ) is determined and assigned to the ob
servation window size W.bs. In addition, T..t is initi&ed to
T~t~~t,a design parameter, and the counts for hand-offs, nH,
and hand-off drops, nHD, are reset to O. As can be found in
the pseudocode of Figure 5, wob~is increased or decreased
by w, and the constraint PHD < PHD,target can be trans-
lated into that to keep the counted number nHD of hand-off
drops out of webs observed hand-offs below W~b./W. During
the runtirne, whenever there is a hand-off drop after W*b./W

drops, the BS set T.,t := T.,t + 1 and w.b. := webs + w.
On the other hand, when there were less than, or equal
to, w*b,/w hand-off drops out of w~b, observed hand-offs,
T..t := Te.~ – 1 and Wabs := w. T.,t is not greater than
Tsoj,maz in Figure 5, which is the maximum TSOJ derived
from the hand-off estimation functions in adjacent cek, be
cause any vflue larger than that is meaningless. The mini-
mum value of Test is &o set to 1 since if the vflue is too
smd, virtudy no bandwidth Id be reserved irrespective
of the existing connections in adjacent ce~s.

4.3 Admission Control

The basic idea of the admission decKlon is to check if there
is enough bandwidth left unused after reserving the target
reservation bandwidth. However, for the admission control
of a newly-requested connection in a ce~, sometimes it is
required to check the reservation bandwidth in adjacent ceh
as we~. Otherwise, the continuous connection admissions in
a ce~ may restit in continuous hand-off drops in adjacent
ce~s, thus violating the design god, as discussed in [1].

Note that B.,: is a timevarying function, and updated
upon admission test. Upon arrival of a new connection r~
quest at ce~ O,if the current target reservation bandwidth of
an adjacent ce~ i, B~,~ , which was calculated for a previous
admission test, is not reserved f~y, this ceU ~ r~cdcdate
B,,~, and participate in the admission test. Now, for a new
connection request, the admission test is performed as fol-
lows:

T1. For d i 6 Ao SU& that ~jeCi ~(ci,j) + BS,V > c,

Cdcdate ~r,i newly, set ~~,~ := Br,i, and check if

~j~ci ~(ci,j) < c - Br,i,
T2. Check if ~jcCO b(CO,j) + bn.w S c – Br,o,

T3. If ~ the tests are positive, the connection is admitted.

5 Admission Control NAG with Estimation of Incoming
and Outgoing Hand-Offs

We now dmcribe the distributed admission control scheme
(referred to as NAG), ongindy proposed in [6], which uti-
Mes the ce~-spetic history-based mobfity estimation. De-
scribed here is more genertied than the original scheme
in the sense that heterogeneous connections (i terms of
connection bandwidths) are supported. The authors of [4]
&o presented another gener~zed version of the original
scheme with a number of connection bandwidths. N of the
previously-reported performance evaluations were based on
exponenti~y-distributed sojourn times of mobdes in each
ceti and known connection hand-off/termination rates.

5.1 Three State Probabilities

The main Merence between CHOI and NAG is that CHOI
considers incoming hand-offs ofly w~e NAG considers both
incoming and outgoing hand-offs in a ce~. NAG is &o
based on the estimated mobtity during [to, to + T..t], in
which tO is the current time. L&e in CHOI, we consider the
behavior of a connection in the current ce~. After T..t time
units, connection CO!Jcan be in one of three dtierent states
with the corresponding probabtities shown in parentheses:
(1) hand-off into an adjacent ce~ i (pk(Co,j ~ i)); (2) ter-
mination after completing the corresponding communication

(pe(co,~)); and (3) stafig ~ the current ce~ (p~(CO,j)). lve
compute the probabtity of each event by utfizing the mw
bfity estimation.

First, the hand-off probabtities pk(C0,3 a i) are defined
in Eq. (3) for CHOI. Next, we consider how to estimate
the probabfity that connection CO,j Ifl terminate tithin
time Test, i.e., p.(C0,3 ). BSS utfie the average connection
Metirue T...J,f. of each mobtie, which is cdcdated over
time by:

Ta”.-lije := (1 – &)T..e~ij. + ~Ttast~i~e, (7)

where a (< 1) is a design parameter, and TIG~tJite is the
connection Efetime obtained from the last connection of that
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mobde. We assume that the connection Metime of C0,3 fol-
lows an exponential distribution with me~ Tcv.~aje(CO,j ).
h re&ty, the connection Hetirne might not fo~ow an expm
nentifl distribution, but th~ Tfl be most Wely dependent
on each mobtie, not on the ce~ in which it resides. Hence,
this resumption doesn’t have sigficant bearing on the r~
suits. Then, the probabfity is given by

-Te$t/Tao=~tj. (co,j).
pe(cO,J) = 1 – e (8)

Finfly, the probabtity that connection co,J ~ stay b the

ce~ for T.s: time units is given by

PS(Go,J) = (1 – P.(co,j))(l – ~ Ph(co,j ~ ‘)), (9)
aEAO

where A, is the set of indices of cd i’s neighboring cek.
We assume that (1) the behavior of each connection is

independent of others, and (2) the probabfity that a m~
bfle hands off more than once during time T.,: is neghgible.
Then, the required bandwidth BT.,,,0 for hmded-ofi ~d
existing connections in ce~ O during T..: d be the sum of
the bandwidths from (1) the connections which stay in ce~ O
during Te.t and (2) the connections ~vfich h~d Of ~to.ce~
Ofrom an adjacent ce~ during T.,:. Using the Centrfl L~t
Theorem [7], this can be approximated to have a Gaussian
distribution as:

PrET=,,,o(k) = G(mB,o, ~~,o), (10)

where the mean

‘~,o = ~ ~ b[c~,J)P~(ci,J ‘o)+ ~ b(co,J)PS(co,i)>

aEAO IEC, 3EC0

(11)
and the variance

a~,o = ~ ~ ~2(C,,J)P.(Ci,, ~ 0)(1 ‘pk(Ci,j 4 0))
SeAOJ~G,

+ J>. b2 (co,J )Ps(CO,J)(l – PS(CO,J)). (12)

Reed that b(C,,2 ) is the connection Ci,j’s bandwidth, Ci is
the set of connections’ indices in ceU i, and Ai is the set of
ceU i’sneighbors’ indices.

5.2 Admission Control

To make an admission decision, we define the overload pro~
abfity after Test in ce~ i ~ fo~ows:

PO,i = P~(B~e,t,i > c),

(13)

where C is the kk capacity. mB,i and UB,i are obtained
from Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively, after replacing i with
k, then replacing O with i in the equations. Now, for a
new connection request, the admission t-t is performed as
fouows:

T1. For fl i c Ao U {O}, check if ~o,i < PHD,target,

T2. If d the tests are positive, the connection is admitted.

Note that for this scheme, a specific amount of bandwidth
to be reserved is not defined. So, the relation between the
vflue of T=.: and the bandwidth reserved for the hand-ofi k
not clear. Basicfly, the larger TeS~, the larger Ph’s and Pe’s,
hence the smder P.’s. It is not clear whether mB and u%
wotid increase or decrease as Test increases. There tight
exist an optirnd Test which achieves the smdest PCB wMe
keeping PHD under the target value, but it is not possible
to adopt a stiar scheme to the mobfity estimation time
window control used for CHOI. We d later evaluate the
effect of the value of Test using simdations.

6 Per-Connection Bandwidth Reservation-Based Schemes

Now, we describe two per-connection bandwidth reservation-
based admission-control schemes, AG and BHARG.

6.1 Admission Control AG: No Hand-Off Drop

This subsection describes an admission-control scheme (re-
ferred to as AG, meaning “absolutely guaranteeing”) which
guarantees no hand-off drop. This is possible by check-
ing the bandwidth in d ceh which the mobde request-
ing a new connection ~ traverse, then reserving the re
quired bandwidth in each of those ceh. So, this admis-
sion scheme involves per-connection bandwidth reservation
in each ce~. This per-connection reservation and the corr~
spending admission control were proposed in the context of
measurement-based admission control in [8].

For this scheme to work, each mobde should inform the
wired network (or the corresponding BS) of the mobility
specification that is composed of the cek the mobde *
traverse during the Metime of the requested connection. It
is gener~y impossible to know a mobde’s duection in ad-
vance. As described in [2], the route guidance system of
InteMgent Transportation Systems (ITS) can be used to pre
dlct the mobdes’ path/direction with a good accuracy, and
might be used to predict the mobtity specification. The
problem is that using the route guidance system, it is possi-
ble to know the ceU to which the corresponding mobfle ~
move next, but we do not know if the mobde’s connection
Ifl continue when the mobde enters the next ceU. So, it is
practicdy impossible to know the exact mobfity spetica-
tion at the time of admission control. But, we describe the
admission-control scheme assuming the avtiabtity of the
mobtity specification as in [8].

For the mobtity specification M,p of a newly-requested
connection, which consists of a set of cek, and its required
bandwidth b..w, admission control and per-connection band-
width reservation are as fo~ows:

T1. For each ceU i in the mobtity specification M=P, check

~ ~,~c, b(ci,)) + bnew S C – B,,;,

T2. If d the above tests are positive, for each ce~ i in the
mobfity specification M~p, Br,i := Br,i + bnew, ~d

the connection is admitted,

where Br,i is the sum of fl per-connection bandwidths r~
served in ce~ i. Whenever a mobfie enters a ceU, the ce~’s
reserved bandwidth (for hand-offs) W be decreased,

Upon hand-off of connection Ci,J into ceU i, Br,i :=
B.)i – b(Ci,J).

Note that the ceU index i used in this subsection is dfierent
from the relative index defined in Section 2 and used for the
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previously-described two schemes. CeH i here should be con-
sidered as the i-th ce~ in the entire ce~dar system. Through
per-connection reservation in the ceh within the mobfity
spetication, it is possible to make the hand-off drop prob
abfity zero, but we d show how inefficient this scheme is
in terms of the bandwidth uttization and the connection-
blocking probabtity.

6.2 Admission Control BHARG: Per-Connection Reserva-
tion in Next Cell

ThK subsection describes another per-connection reservation-
based admission control scheme referred to as BHARG.
This scheme doesn’t try to hit PHD nor to ebinate hand-
off drops, but just reserves each connection’s bandwidth in
the predcted next ce~ of the mobde which hss an on-going
connection. The key aspect of this scheme is how to predict
the next ce~ of a mobde, and it was proposed for indoor
mobde computing environments [4, 5]. We assume here that
a perfect next-ce~ estimator, which informs the BS whether
a mobde is terminating its connection in the current ceU or
moving into an adjacent ce~ with the connection, is avti-
able to evaluate the performance of per-connection band-
width reservation. Admission control and per-connection
bandwidth reservation work as fo~ows:

T1. Check if ~JeCO b(CO,j) + b..w ~ C – B.,o,

T2. If the above test is positive, for the predicted next ce~
nezt of the connection, B~,nezt := B ,,~e=t + b~ew, and
the connection is admitted,

where Br,i is the sum of d per-connection bandwidths re
served in ce~ i. Whenever a mobde enters a ce~, the ce~’s
reserved bandwidth (for hand-offs) ti be decreased:

Upon hand-off of connection Ci,j into ce~ i, B.,i :=
B,,, – b(C,,J).

Note that the admission test checks for bandwidth avti-
abtity in the mobde’s current ce~ only. Then, the BS in
the predicted next ce~ of the mobde ~ try to reserve the
mobde’s connection bandwidth. However, this is not always
possible since bandwidth avtiabfity in this next cefl was
not a condition for admitting the connection. In that sense,
B,,, in cd i is not a red reserved bandwidth, but a target
reservation bandwidth. Even though this scheme was not
aimed to make no hand-off drops, it d achieve virtudy
no hand-off drops as WW be shown later, but at a very high
cost which is comparable to that of AG.

7 Comparative Performance Evaluation

This section presents and discusses the comparison restits
of the four schemes discussed thus far. We first describe the
assumptions and specifications used in our simulation study.

7.1 Simulation Assumptions and Specifications

In our simulation environment, mobfles are travehg flong
a straight road (e.g., cars on a highway). This environ-
ment is the simplest in the red world, representing a one-
dirnensiond ce~ular system as in Figure 1 (a). We make the
fo~owing resumptions for our simdation study:

Al. The ce~ular system is composed of 10 kearly-arranged
cek, for which the diameter of each ce~ is 1 km. CeHs

A2.

A3.

A4.

A5.

A6.

A7.

are numbered from 1 to 10, i.e., cd <i> represents
the i-th ce~.

Connection requests are generated according to a Pois-
son process with rate A (connections/second/ceU) in
each ce~. A newly-generated connection can appear
anywhere in the ce~ with an equal probabfity.

A connection is either for voice (requiring 1 BU) or
for video (requiriig 4 BUS) with probabtities R.. and
1 – Rae, respectively, where the voice ratio RVO<1.

Mobties can travd in either of the two directions with
an equal probabfity with a speed chosen randotiy
in [SPmin, SP*=Z] (km/hour). Each mobde ~ run
straight through the road with the chosen speed, i.e.,
mobdes W never turn around.

Each connection’s hfetime is exponenti~y-distributed
with mean 120 (seconds).

Connections are generated and behave in a stationary
manner, i.e., there fi be no fluctuations in terms of
the connection-generation rate and mobtity.

The capacity C of each ce~ is 100 BUS (urdess stated
otherwise).

Each simtiation run starts without any pr~memorized hand-
off event quadruplets. As simtiations are run, quadruplets
~ be observed, and W affect the hand-off estimation func-
tions FHoE(t, prev, nezt, T~Oi). Two cases of user mobtity
are considered: high user mobtity ~tith [SP*in, SPmaz —
[80, 120], and low user mobfity with [40, 60]. Under ~h=
above assumptions, the border ce~ (i.e., ce~s <1> and
<10>) d face fewer mobdes because there are no mobties
entering from the outside of the ceHtiar system. Then, ce~s
near the center (such as ceh <5> and <6>) W be more
crowded with mobdes than those near the borders. ThB un-
even tr~c load can tiect the performance evaluation of the
four schemes, hence making it difficult to comprehend their
operations correctly. So, we connected two border ceh (i.e.,
ceh <1> to <10>) artficidy so that the ce~tiar system
forms a ring architecture as w= assumed in [1, 6].

The parameters used include: pHD,target = 0.01; for
the mobfity estimation of CHOI and NAG, N~U=d= 100
(udess stated otherwise), mnt = m, Nwin-d.y. = O, and
Wo = 1; for CHOI, T,*=rt = 1 (second). The choice of
Tint = m is reasonable since it was sssumed that there is no
time-variation in the user mobfity and traffic. A frequently-
used measure is the oflered load per ce~, L, which is defined
u connection-generation rate x connections’ bandwidth x
average connection Hetime:

L=(l. R”O+4. (R”O–l)). A.120. (14)

The physical meaning of the offered load per ce~ is the t~
td bandwidth required on average to support d etisting
connections in a ce~.

We considered a range of the offered load from Oto 300.
Generdy, the desirable range of the offered load is less than,
or equal to, the bk capacity, 100 BUS, of each ce~. It is
undesirable to keep a ce~ over-loaded (i.e., the offered load
is > 100) for along time, and in such a case, the ce~ must be
spfit into multiple ce~s to increase the total system capacity.
However, ce~ can get over-loaded tempora~y. Suppose
a mobde user’s connection request is blocked once. Then,
s/he is expected in most cases to continue to request the
connection untfl it becomes successfti or s/he gives up. ThM
hkdy behavior of mobfie users ~fl fiect the offered load.
Ne~ the offered load = 100, PCB d be about, or larger
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Figure 6: Comparison of AG, BHARG, and

than, 0.1 in most cases, due to some reserved bandwidth for
hand-offs. In such a situation, if each connection-blocked
user attempts to make the connection about 5 times, then
the offered load ~ti increase by about 150 in a very short
time. L&ewise, there might be some cases with the offered
load of 300. This possible situation can be interpreted as a
positive-feedback effect for increase in the offered load. We
consider the large values of offered load such as 300, since
even for these large offered loads, the design gord to keep
PHD below a target value shotid be achieved.

7.2 Simulation Results and Discussion

We first compare CHOI with AG and BHARG, then com-
pare CHOI with NAG. CHOI and NAG were claimed to
be superior to the conventional static bandwidth reserva-
tion scheme in [1] and [6], respectively, w~e showing that
the static reservation scheme is unable to achieve the design
god.

7.2.1 Comparison of CHOI, AG, and BHARG

Figure 6 shows PCB and PHD of three schemes as the offered
load increases for the voice ratio R“e = 0.5 and 1.0. Fwst
of d, it is observed that the PHD of AG is zero irrespec-
tive of the offered load, voice ratio, and user mobfity as it
shodd be, and thus omitted in the plots. PHD of BHARG
is found to be ahnost zero, thus *O omitted in the plots.
On the other hand, the PHD of CHOI is observed to be
upper-bounded by the target value PrrD,t~~g=t= 0.01 irre-
spective of the voice ratio and user mobfity over the entire
offered loads examined. It shodd be noted that the hand-
off drops of AG are etiated at the expense of blocking
a large number of new connection requests even in hghtly-
Ioaded situations, as the large PCB’S shown. The fact that
PCB is larger than 0.1 even for L = 30 where C = 100
irnphes that AG severely under-utfies the kk capacity.
PCB of BHARG is observed to be less than that of AG,
but stti much larger than that of CHOI. In fact, PCB of
BHARG gets closer to that of AG for the low mobfity
case since the average number of ceHs within the mobtity
spedcation used for AG is smfl in this case. We can see
that BHARG *O achieves virtufly no hand-off drops at
the expense of blocking a large number of new connection re-
quests, implying that per-connection bandwidth reservation
is b~sicfly too expensive to use.

This becomes clearer if we examine Figure 7, which shows
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(b) low mobfity

CHOI using PCB and PHD vs. offered load.

the average (target) reservation bandwidth B. and utfied
bandwidth B“ by the existing connections as the offered load
increases for R.. = 1.0. Note that B, is a target for CHOI
and BHARG wtie it is a red reserved bandwidth for AG.
F~st, CHOI works desirably by reserving less bandwidth
when the system is hghtly-loaded, and increasing the reser-
vation bandwidth as the offered load incre~es. B“ is ob
served to be larger than B. throughout the whole offered
loads examined. The same tendency is *O observed for
BHARG. However, the problem is that it reserves too much
bandwidth even in a hghtly-loaded region. Note that B. and
B. are comparable over the entire range of offered loads for
the high mobfity case.

For the case of AG, when the system is Eghtly-loaded,
B. is larger than B. because new connections ~fl rarely be
blocked in this case, and for each admitted connection, its
bandwidth is reserved in d cek within the mobtity speci-
fication, whi~ includes, on average, more than two ce~s in
our expertients. The number of ceh within a connection’s
mobtity specification is dependent on the connection’s M*
time and the mobde’s speed. Accordingly, B, is found to be
smfler for Figure 7 (b) with low user mobtity. Counter-
intuitively, B, starts to decrease beyond a threshold of-
fered load even though B. continues to increase. ThE ph~
nomenon can be explained as foHows. After the threshold
offered load, the degree of blocking new connection requests
becomes severer, implying that a connection with a smder
mobtity specification (i.e., a smder number of CA in its
mobfity specification) WN have a better dance to be ad-
mitted. As the offered load increases, connections with large
mobfity specifications WN be more Ekely to be blocked, and
hence, there ~fl be more connections with smd mobd-
ity specifications in the system. The smder the mobtity
specification, the smder total bandwidth ~~ be reserved
throughout the system. So, the bandwidth reservation WN
decrease with the increase in offered load.

From the above observation, one can conclude that guar-
anteeing no hand-off drops through per-connection reserva-
tion is too expensive to be practicdy useful. Since wireless
resources are very scarce and pretious, AG is practicdy
unattractive. BHARG is dso observed to be too expen-
sive even though it is less expensive than AG. Comparing
these two schemes, BHARG seems more attractive since it
results in virtufly no hand-off drops wtie achieving lower
new connection blocks. In practice, the service provider may
support any of these two scheme as an option avtiable to
customers who are wfing to pay the high price.
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Figure 8: PHD vs. estimation time Te.t: NAG.
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Figure 9: PHD vs. estimation time Te,~ for C = 20: NAG.

7.2.2 Comparison of CHOI and NAG

NOJV,~vecompare CHOI and NAG, both of which have the
same design god to keep PHD belo~v a given target value.
First, ~ve consider the performance of NAG to sho~v the
degree of its dependency on the choice of Te,~. Figure 8 plots
the PHD of NAG tith different values of Te,~ for the offered
load (a) L = 100 and (b) L = 200, where ‘Hi’ and ‘Lo’ in
the figures represent high and IOIVuser mobfity, respectively.
Four dtierent (Rae, mobfity) pairs }vere considered. First,
from Figure 8 (a), W ranges of Test satisfy the design god
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for L = 100. Next, from Figure 8 (b), NAG is observed
to achieve the design god ordy ~vith certain values of Test
for L = 200. EspeciWy, this plot of NAG shows that the
tradeoff between large and smfl Te~t’s, which Jvasdiscussed
at the end of Section 5.2.

The sm~er PCB the better x long as PHD ~ PHD,target.

The values of PCB \vereobserved to be ahnost constant for
.fl the examined values of T.,t even though the correspond-
ing graphs are not included here due to the space tit. So,
the smder PHD the better in this case. The problem is that
the dependency of PHD on Test is a function of user mobJ-
ity and R“.. EspeciWy, the optimfl T.,t ~vhich achieves
the smflest PHD depends greatly on R.o. We ho con-
ducted the same experiment to obtain Figure 8 for capacity
C = 20, L = 40, and R“. = 1.0, and found that the optimal
T.,* depends &o on the fink capacity as sho~vnin Figure 9.
Determination of the optirnfl Test shotid involve a form
of experiment sitiar to the above. How,ever, the optimal
T.,t depends on user mobfity, voice ratio, and bk capacity.
Moreover, user mobtity and voice ratio are actufly tirne-
varying, so it is Mcult to determine the best value of TGSt
for a system. For further experiments, \vechoose T.,t = 5
(see) \vhich is about the average of four Werent optirnfl
T.St’s for four Werent cases in Figure 8.

Figure 10 plots PCB and PHD w the offered load in-
creases for NAG ~vith Test = 5 and CHOI. Both schemes
are found to achieve the design god for the most of offered
loads examined. As long ~ the design god is met, ~vhichof
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Figure 10: Comparison of NAG and CHOI using PCB and PHD vs. offered load.
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Figure 11: Comparison of NAG and CHOI using the average utfied bandwidth Bu vs. offered load.

the two achieves a sm~er PHD do= not matter. In terms
of PCB, CHOI performs better than NAG for the Kghtly-
loaded region, and worse for the heady-loaded region. For
a very hea~fly-loaded region, both schemes yield about the
same Pc~, but NAG is sfightly better; the rightmost points
of the graphs for R“. = 1.0 are: (1) high-mobfity: 0.695
(CHOI) and 0.672 (NAG); and (2) low-mobtity: 0.682
(CHOI) and 0.676 (NAG).

Figure 11 shows the average utfied bandwidth B. in a
ce~ for both schemes. Note that in NAG, the bandwidth
reservation is not e~ficitly defined, so the reserved band-
widths cannot be compared. This uttied bandwidth shows
a solar comparison to that observed from Figure 10 be
tween the two schemes, i.e., CHOI is better for the Eghtly-
loaded region, and worse for the heatiy-loaded region. By
examining the uttied bandtidth, CHOI might appear much
worse than NAG in the hig~y-loaded region of the high
mobtity case, but actudy it is not, because PCB is an
import ant performance measure, and PCB’S are almost the
same for both schemes for the higMy-loaded region. Note
that usu~y the higher average uttied bandwidth, the lower
PCB in a system, but it is not always true for dtierent sys-
tems or even in a system with Merent traffic conditions.

Next, we compare the complexity of two schemes. First,
we examine their dependency on the mobtity-estimation ac-
curacy, which can be represented by the size of the cached
history used for mobtity estimation, i.e., the size of m&ti-
mum hand-off estimation function, N~~md. Figure 12 plots

PCB and PHD as the offered load increases for (a) CHOI
and (b) NAG with Ng”~d = 1, 10, and 100. Note that
we have thus far used Nqti~d = 100. From Figure 12 (a),
we observe that CHOI doesn’t depend much on N~~ad u
the performances for dfierent values of N~.ad are host
the same. It is remarhble that CHOI achieves the design
god even with Nq”ad = 1, implying that it uses only one
cached history for mobfity estimation. This indicates the
robustness of CHOI to the inaccuracy of mobfity estima-
tion thanh to the mobtity estimation time window control.
On the other hand, Figure 12 (b) shows that NAG starts
to violate the design god in the over-loaded region with
N~”ad = 10. This imphes that NAG requires very accu-
rate mobfity estimation. Note that this difference of depen-
dency on the mobfity-estimation accuracy clearly separates
the two in terms of memory and computation complexity.
The memory required for cached history directly depends
on Nq~~d, and the computation complexity of the hand-off
probabfity ph in Eq. (3) is *O affected greatly by Nq”=d.

Figure 13 shows the average number of cdctiations of
the hand-off probabtities ph to decide adrnissibtity upon
request of a new connection. NAG considers both incom-
ing and outgoing hand-offs by calculating ph’S and p.’s. The
CdCUlatiOnOfps necessitates SSmany CdCdatiOnS Ofph’S =
the number of adjacent ce~s. In addition, NAG requires
the admissibtity decision in both the current and fl adja-
cent ce~s whfle CHOI determines it adaptively depending
on the condition of adjacent ce~s. We observe that NAG
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Figure 12: Comparison of NAG and CHOI using the dependency on the value of Ngtia~.

Figure 13: Complexity comparison of NAG and CHOI
using the number of hand-off probabfity p~ cdcdations for
an admission test.

req~r= at leMt 4 timeS SS many Ph Cdcdations W CHOI
does, where the lower the offered load, the more pronounced
Werence in the number of calculations between them.

Findy, we combme the dependency on Nq~=d and the
number of pk calculations. Figure 14 shows the average
numbers of numencd operations (e.g., summations and md-
tipbcations) and comparisons used to make an admission
decision. Comparisons include the detilons such as if t~Oj
is larger than a value in summations of Eq. (3). For NAG,
Ng”ad = 10 is used even though the design god is not a-
swaysmet with thk value whfle N~ucd = 1 is used for CHOI.
The complexity to keep up with the average Metime of each
mobde’s connections needed for NAG was not included.
hforeover, the comput ation of the function Q(.) in Eq. (13)
was dso counted as one operation. Note that these are not
fair to CHOI. For CHOI, the numbers of operations and
comparisons used for the mobfity time window control d-
algorithm,norm~ed by the number of connection arrivals,
are *O added in the plots. From the graph, the complexity
of NAG is found to be about 17.4 to 25.7 times of that of
CHOI in terms oft he number of numericfl operations, and
about 29.6 to 42.3 times in terms of the number of compar-
isons. The lower the offered load, the larger the difference
between them. So, we can conclude that NAG is much more
expensive than CHOI to attain a stiar performance.

Table 1 summarizes the comparison among the four dif-
ferent schemes considered in this paper. Note that AG is not
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Figure 14: Complexity comparison of NAG (with Ng”.d =
10) and CHOI (with Nquad = 1) using the average numbers
of numencd operations and comparisons for an admission
decision.

based on the history-based mobtity estimation, but based
on the mobtity spedcation, which is practicfly ~ctit to
obtain. BHARG is not based on the history-based mobfity
estimation either. In fact, we didn’t consider how to predict
the next ce~ of a mobfle for this scheme. So, their complex-
ity can’t be compared fairly with the other two schemes.

8 Conclu&ng Remarks

In this paper, we compared four admission-control schemes
for newly-requested connections in QoS-sensitive ce~tiar net-
works in order to tit the hand-off dropping probabXty be-
low a prespe~ed target vflue or make it absolutely zero.
We made the admission-control scheme NAG utfie the
mobtity-estirnation scheme devdoped origindy for CHOI
since this mobfity estimation is practic~y feasible. NAG
was dso generfized to accommodate heterogeneous connec-
tions. We showed how costly it is to make the hand-off drop
ping probabtity zero even under an impractical assump
tion by evaluating the performance of AG. Another per-
connection bandwidth reservation scheme BHARG was &o
found to be very expensive even though it is less expensive
than AG whale achieving lower PCE. We can conclude that
per-connection bandwidth reservation is too expensive to be
practicrd in general.

—-w . . . .- .- —---



CHOI NAG BHARG AG

PHD bounded bounded with Te.t virtudy zero guaranteed zero
PCB about the same about the same second worst worst

Complexity 1 at least 17 times N/A not based on history
T..t adapt ed shoud be assigned N/A N/A

Table 1: Summary of the comparison among CHOI, NAG, BHARG, and AG.

NAG was shown to require much more memory and
computation as compared to CHOI to meet the design god.
NAG is &o observed to depend greatly on the design pa-
rameter Test, which is Wctit to adapt in red world. On
the other hand, the admission-control scheme CHOI is r~
bust to the inaccuracy of mobfity estimation thanks to the
mobtity estimation time window control w~e meeting the
design god over the entire range of the examined offered
loads even with much lower memory and computation com-
plexity. It is concluded that CHOI is preferable to NAG
and practicdy more attractive.
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Abstrati

-i new cdl admission scheme is proposed for IS-99-hke
CDNIA voice/data network. The scheme is based on
controlling the activity of asynchronous data users at
the base station controller (BSC) = well as controlling
the round trip frame delay between the BSC and the
mobile host (for each TCP segment) which effectively
reduces the airfink activity, thus leading to an increase
in the CDMA soft capacity. An e~ression for the aver-
age data activity is derived by modeling, the interaction
between the TCP and the RLP (radio link layer pr-
tocol at the BSC providing Emited reliability over the
airlink), using a mean value analysis. >-umericd results
show the interactions between the various TCP/RLP
parameters fike TCP source activity and average round
trip frame delay, and 4s0 capture the soft capacity en-
hancement. When the activities of data users are r~
duced, the soft capacity is enhanced by as high as 5
Erlangs.
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1 Introdutiion

The TCP/IP has recently been recommended as a ma-
jor protocol suite for the IS-99 standard for transmit-
ting asynchronous data/fax over the CDMA network.
Under such a scenario, the voice and data users will c-
exist in the network and vie for the available capacity.
Hence, the network capacity for both types of users will
degrade. With the growing popularity of the TCP, r~
search was focused in improving its performance which
resulted in the standard EM/TIA/IS-99. The TCP is
designed for wirehne network where the tink layer frame
error rate (FER) is ve~ small (below 10–8). But due
to random fading and shadowing effects of the radio
link, the FER can be as high as 10-1. To shield the
TCP performance from the idiosyncrasies of the wire
less fink, the tink layer ARQ-based protocols (e.g., RLP
in IS-99) are designed to provide mechanism to recover
from large fading errors.

k this work, we evaluate the fink error rate for the
wireless hnk and use this as an upper bound for the
wireline fink performance. The capacity of a CDMA sec-
tor (cell) is essentially ‘soft” and depends on many pa-
rameters, such as soft hand-off, user activity, etc. Also,
the majority of data transmissions are essentially non-
real-time and can be given lesser priority compared to
red-time voice users. This paper describes a simple
technique which can be used to effectively increase the
capacity in a CDMA data network, where multiple voice
and data users are simultaneously active.

Upon receiving a cdl request, a TCP session is es-
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tablished between the mobile station (JIS) and the core
spondent host. The route taken by the TCP segments
can be through many networks under varying network
conditions. h our model, two important aspects of such
internetworks have been considered, namely, the prob-
lem of packet losses due to congestion and the round
trip delay (RTD) for the segment moving through in-
termediate nodes of the network. While the first aspect
leads to a decrease in the congestion window (hence de-
creasing network throughput), the second one leads tO
an increme in the value of the round trip timer (RTT)
and hence. modifies the retransmission rates. Both of
thwe aspects have a significant impact on the TCP con-
nection between the mobile host and the correspondent
host.

-$fter estimating the RTD and the average window
size which follows from the protocol, the average data
activity of the TCP source (NIS or the remote host) can
be computed. This data activity has a direct bearing
on the activity of the radio frequency (RF) fink-i.e.!IS-
95 airhnk-between the user and the base station. By
controlbg the activity of asynchronous data users, the
system can decrease their RF capacity usage and hence
admit new users into the system. Therefore, the funda-
mental contribution of this paper is to relate the TCP
activity to the activity of the physical layer wireless hnk,
and develop a call admission scheme to be implemented
at the base station controller (BSC) of a network.

Ths paper is organized as follows. Section 2, starts
with a brief summary of the sdlent features of the IS-99
protocol standard with primary focus on the TCP and
RLP. This section also describes the motivation behind
our work. and derives the main restit dedng with the
average activity of an asynchronous data user. Section
3 describes the new cdl admission algorithm to be im-
plemented at the BSC. It dso presents numerical results
showing the effective capacity gain. Section 4 concludes
the paper.

2 Performance Modefing of TCP/RLP

Let us consider a simple data flow path as shown in
Figure 1 where the data from the application layer is
broken down into TCP segments in the transport layer,
and these segments are further divided into frames in
the ~P layer before they are finally transmitted over
the airfink. This is a simplistic model of the protocol
stack recommended by the TM/E~/IS-99 standard.
According to this standard, the mtimum segment size
(JISS) should not be smdlerthan 536 bytes, and the ad-
vertised window size should be no smaller than 2 x JISS
and no bigger than 4 x filSS. The radio fink protocol
(RLP) uses the automatic repeat request (ARQ) error
control mechanism to reduce the FER.

When transmitting data, the RLP is a pure NAK-

..
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Figure 1: A simple Data flow path for the TCP/RLP

based filte selective repeat protocol with a bounded
number of retransmission attempts. The essential scheme
proposed in IS-99 is as follows. When the RLP at the
receiving end finds a frame in error (or is missing), it
sends back a NAK requesting for retransmission of this
frame and sets a timer. When the timer e~ires for the
first attempt, the RLP resets the timer and sends back
NAK twice, each of which triggers a retransmission of
the requested frame. Note that between two retrans-
mission trails, either the base station receives a NAK
to the RLP packets sent or RLP times out and the
number of RLP packets sent during each retransmis-
sion trail depends upon the retransmission trail num-
ber. During each RLP trail, the (identicd) ~P pack-
ets are sent one after the other without waiting for a
NAK or RLP time out. Each RLP packet sent during
each retransmission trail is called a retransmission at-
tempt. The number of RLP packets sent during each
retransmission trail is nothing but the retransmission
trail number. Since the number of allowable retrans-
mission trails is finite, it cannot completely e~minate
detectable errors. k this way, the number of attempts
per retransmission increases by one with every retrans-
mission trail. The mtimum number of retransmission
trails recommended in the IS-99 standard is 3.

2.1 Performance Analysis at the RLP Layer

Recall that the RLP layer is introduced to reduce the
FER so that the over~ performance, especially through-
put, at the TCP layer may not suffer significant degra-
dation. The throughput of the TCP is largely depen-
dent on the TCP packet error rate (PER) and the av-
erage packet round trip delay (RTD) which in turn is
dependent on the FER of the RLP frame eventually
passed on to its upper layer and the average round trip
delay. Note that the RLP layer does not correct 41 the
detectable errors.

Following the outline of the analysis by Bao [1], we
proceed as follows and present our new results. Let p
denote the probabihty of a frame being in error in the
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airlink, which is obtained from the frame error rate. Let
us also define the following parameters for each frame,
where l<i<jandl <j< 3,

Xij =

1;, =

Aj =

Bi =

ith retransmission frame at the jth

retransmission trail received correctly at the

destination

ith NAK frame at the jth retransmission

trail recei~-edcorrectly at the source.

the missing frame not received

correctly at the jth retransmission trail.

the missing frame not received correctly

up to the end of the ith retransmission trail.

Assume the probabihty P(xij) = P(~j) = 1 – P.

Therefore, if a frame is not received correctly at the jth
retransmission trail. we have

P(Aj) = H~~~ (1 – ~(xij)~(Kj)) = @(2 – P))j.

Since the probability that the frame is aborted after the
nth (mtimum nuber of retransmission trails) retrans-
mission trti is equi~dent to the probab~lty that the
frame is not received correctly upto the end of the nth
retransmission trail. we obtain

P(Bn) = p [Hy=l p(~j)] = p@(2 – P))+.

Let Cij denote the first frame received correctly at
the destination, which is the ith retransmitted frame
at the jth retransmission trail. The probabltity of oc-
currence of this event is the probability that the packet
w= not sent successfully at the end of the (j – l)th re
transmission trail times the probability of transmitting
the frame successfully at the ith attempt during the
jth retransmission trail and the probability of failure in
sending the frame during the i – 1 attempts during the
jth retransmission trail.-So

P(Cij) = p(Bj-l)~(xij)p(yij) x

~f~~-l (1 – P(Xkj)P(Ykj))

= p(l – p)~@(2 – p))-+ (i-1).

Therefore the probability, Pf, that a frame
transmitted successfully over the RLP is given

(1)

can be
by the

sum of the probablfities of sending the frame success-
fully during the first attempt (given by P(COO)) and
the probabilities of successful tr~smission during the
retransmission trails.

Pf = P(CoO) + ~ ~ P(cij) (2)
j=l 2=1

p(l – p)~

= 1–p+l–p(2–p) p- @(2-P))-]
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Assumed in this model is that a TCP segment can be
divided into an integral number of frames. Let there
be .\7, frames per TCP segment. For the successful
transmission of a segment, dl the NS frames have to
be transmitted successfully over the RLP. Hence, the
probabihty of a segment loss is

Let us =sume that the end-t-end frame transporta-
tion delay at the physical layer, denoted by T, is tied.
Denoting r as the inter-frame time, the average time
taken to transmit an RLP frame is given as

T:;P = T(l – p) + ~ ~ P(Cij)(2jT + 2(i – l)T)
j=l i=]

= T(l–p) +P(l– P)2X

~ b(2 -p))*(2jT(1~_~~-~~)+
j=l

27(
p(2 – p)(l – @(2 – p))j-1)

(1 -p(2 -p))2 -

(j- l)@(2 - P))j
l–p(2–p) )) (4) ,

2.2 Performance Analysis of the Wrefine link

k this subsection, we consider the loss and delay con-
ditions for the wirefine network se~ent, assuming a
simp~stic network model. Let P~~~~~~nedenote the seg-
ment loss probability in the wirefine network due to
congestion or other types of network spec%c error con-
ditions.

The probability of a segment loss due to the airfink
or wirefine network failure can then be written as

From the segment loss probability, the average num-
ber of transmissions required to transmit a segment is
obtained as follows. Let P,.9 (i) denote the probabll-
it~-that a segment is trmsmitted successfully at the ith
attempt. Then

Ps,g(i) = [P::&(2 – P;~)]i-l (1 – P::;S)2 (6)

\Ve shall use Equation (6) for estimating the average
TCP window size.

Next, we consider two important aspects of a TCP/IP
network, namely, variations of the average congestion
window, in segments FVaugand the average round trip
delay (RTD=V9) due to segment losses. JVe are inter-
ested in an expression for the average segment trans-
mission rate, ~otit, of the TCP source, which we will
refer to as the TCP source activity. h subsection 2.2.2,
we will relate the source activity to the average activity
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of the WP transmission over the air~nk, and demon-
strate how we can effectively enhance the reverse fink
capacity of a CDhl.i system by controhng this activity.

The average segment transmission rate can be ap
proximate as

Ao”t = ~;; (7)
avg

h the analysis that follows. we derive expressions
for Waug md RTD~~g using a TCP model similar to
“TCP-OldTahoe”. This is primarily used to keep the
analyticrd model tractable. If-e dso assume here that
the delay-bandwidth product for the combined wirefine
wireless network is high. This is particularly true for an
W network with wireless access in which a typical fink
bandwidth is of the order of JIbps and the radio fink
delay is of the order of 100 msec.

2.2.1 TCP Wndw Model

The TCP uses a slow start mechtim to avoid con-
gestion [4], which means that for every (or a group of)
successful transmissions, the window is increased by a
certain amount. On the other hand when there is a seg-
ment loss which is notified to the source by a retransmis-
sion timeout or severrd dupficate acknowledgements,
the window size is decreased. This increase or decrease
of window size takes place in units of segments. There
are two parameters, namely, the maximum window size
(W~a.) and the minimum nindow size (W~i~), to r~
strict the variations of the TCP window.

h the following model, we have msurned a simplified
general version of this scenario. .According to the TCP
standard for the IS-99 protocol. the congestion window
is required to have a minimum size of 2 x MSS and a
maximum size of 4 x MSS, ~here i%lSS is the mtimum
segment size whose smrdlest \alue is 536 bytes. We as-
sume a segment size equal to the XISS. It can be shown
that the window increment process can be represented
by a discrete Markov chain ~ith state space {Si = i},
where i is the window size. h our case, i E {2,3,4}.
This is a simplified model which captures the essence of
modeting the congestion window and can be extended
to more elaborate versions as demonstrated in [3]. H
the initial window size is two or three (segments) and if
there is a successful transmission, the window is incr~
mented by one (see Figure 2). When the window has
a size of four or three, on faihng to transmit, the win-
dow is set to two segments (corresponding to state 2).
When the system is in state 4 and there is a successful
transmission, the window size remains unchanged.

Given these constraints. we develop a lMarkovian
model as shown in Figure 2. The following trasition
probabilities are computed.
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Figure 2: llodefing the TCP congestion window

Probability of a successful transmission is given by

w
P23 = ~ P~,g(i)

i=l

(8)

Where P,,g (i) is the probability that the segment is
transmitted successfully at the ith attempt.

Probability of a successful transmission in first atiempt

P34 = P=eg(l) (9)

Probability of an unsuccessful tmnsmission
.

P32 = P42 = .=9ploss (2 – p;:~) (lo)

This Markov chain can be easily solved for the steady
state probabilities ~i (for state i) as follows :

H2=
1

1 + ’23 P34P23
P32+P84 + P42(P32+P34)

P34P23
HA =

p42(p32 + p34)
H2

(11)

(12)

(13)

The average congestion window size is then given as

2.2.2 Average Roundtrip Time Duration

We consider a simplified model of the network as shown
in Figure 3. In the absence of any single model that
can track the dynamics of the traffic build-up in the
entire network, the idea here is to study the effects of
congestion selectively in a few strategic nodes in the
network. One such node is the gateway node between
the wireless network and the wirehne one, crdled the in-

temorking gateway (IWG). The simplifying assumption
here is that all the queues in the network are lumped
together into an M/G/l queue in the ~G. The ~VG

— -,



node is critical in the sense that there is a serious perfor-
mance difference (e.g., link speed) between the wireless
network with its wirefine counterpart. Therefore, we
estimate the effects of the delay at the IWG as well
as the delay in the airfink, on the roundtrip time of a
TCP segment. This will also determine their impact on
the TCP source activity. All other Unks are assumed
to have fied amount of physical link transport delay.
The tied delays in the wiretine finks are assumed to
be D11VG3S and DHJJVG between the lWG and the
base station (BS), and the host (H) and DVG, respec-
tively. This model, albeit simplified, captures the dy-
namics of the system quite accurately. Then, the RTD
can be computed as a function of the average frame de
lay T~~p, DIWGBS, DHJWG and the average delay

in the ~G node of the N1/G/l queue.

a ::”----:::~-----
YlotileStation ‘=~~sy Queue in tie Nework Destination

(Ms)

Pigure 3: A typicrd model for the network

The kl/G/l model is chosen because on the input
side of the queue, the packet arrid process may be ap-
proximated as a Poisson process (however, this is not
always true given the nature of WWW sources) and
with the arrid rate same as that of packets from the
TCP source. The service rate is assumed as general be
cause the network behavior is based upon the conges-
tion avoidance algorithms, retransmission algorithms,
varying data-rate networks and so on, and hence it is
not e~y to predict the service time distribution. Given
this model, the average waiting time in the queue is
given by the well known Pollaczek-Khinchin equation
[3]:

(15)

where ~ is the Nlarkovian packet arrival rate at the net-
work queue,

.~ is the mean service time at the site of the queue,

.~2 is the variance in the service time, and

p=~x

The average delay for transmitting a TCP segment
over the airlink is given as
D~~; = [T + (N. - 1)7] (1 - p)~’ +
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‘v,
lVSx( )~ p~(l –p)’v”‘k(T + (N. – 1)7

k=l

+ k~ ~ P(Cij) (2jT + 2(i – 1)~))
j=l i=l

=T+(N. –1)T+

~N~ ~ ~ P(Cij) [2jT + 2(i – l)T](16)
j=l x=1

The term T is the duration of transmission of the
TCP acknowledgement packet over the airhnk. Hence,
the average value of the round trip delay is given as

One way of estimating DHJJVG by the WG is by
using the Unix ping tool or the IChlP echo/echo reply
messages between ~YG and the remote host. The delay
in the part between the BS and ~G can be determined
from the type of fink (e.g. DSO’S)between them.

Here, the assumption is that the TCP acknowledge
ment packet (assumed to be small compared to a seg-
ment) is never lost over the airfink. Also, we assume
that the acknowledgement packet does not suffer any
delay at the ~G which is true given that the fink speed
in the wireless network is considerably less than in the
wireline network.

Using the average window size given in Equation (14)
and the average due of the round trip delay as in Equa-
tion (17), we can estimate the TCP source activity as,

(18)

Note that, this mean value analysis can be easily
extended to any other wireless data network such as
GPRS or CDPD, leading to the computation of the
TCP source activity. Since no variation of the packet
transmission rate over the rest of the wirehne network
is assumed, the average packet rate at the input of the
queue is the same as that at the output of the TCP
source. Hence, A = AOu~.Combining Equations (15),
(17) and (18), we obtain

which can be written as a quadratic equation of A,

AA2+BA+C=0

where,
A = B’~ – .F2
B = –(B’ + Wa.g.y)
c = W..g
B’ = 2(DHJivG + DIJVGXS) + D~~~ + T

(20)
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2.2.3 Numerical Resul& I

Figure 4 shows the variation of the segment transmis- 2000-

sion rate (~) computed by solving Equation (19) with RTD.,. —

various values of segment loss probablhty (P~~~s)due tomD ISOO“ T::y .

congestion (and other reasons) in the wirehne network. -~,”~’ ‘1
In t~s figure, .~ = 0.1
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Figure 4: Variation of average segment rate with seg-
ment loss (congestion) probablhty

As the congestion increases, the TCP window shrinks
which leads to a decrease in the average segment trans-
mission rate of the source. Note that, as the segment
loss probabfity increases, Adecreases slowly at first. but
later plungw down drastically as the window decreases
fast due to a large amount of congestion signals.

20

13

A

10

I i t 1

lV”...= 2 — 1

\

Figure 5: Relationship between average segment rate
and average round trip delay (RTDaug) for various TCP
window sizes (IV=U9)

Figure 5 shows the variations of activity Awith RTDavg
ad lf~=l,gfrom Equation (18). The hyperbolic relation-
ship between A and RTD0,.9 is evident. Figure 6 sho~-s
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Figure 6: Variation of average RTD and air~i frame
delay (T~~p) with airtink frame loss probabfity P

the vaiation of RTD=V9 with various frame emor ratW
in the air~ik. The variation in frame error probabfity
leads to variations in the average frame transmission de
lay whifi in turn leads to a change in RTD.tig. It is seen
that, although the average round trip time increases as
expected with the frame error rate, it saturates to an
almost fixed due for higher dues of frame error rates.

k the tiext section, we will show how we can provide
an efficient cdl admission mechanism in an integrated
voice/data CDMA network by controlling the source
activity from the radio fink layer protocol (~P).

3 A Call Admission Scheme in IS-99

The user activity plays a crucial role in determining the
CDMA soft capacity. H the average activity of one or
more users decreases, addltiond CWScan be admitted.
Taking advantage of the period of inactivity of a t~
icd voice user, data can be transmitted for the same
user over the already established circuit. Thus, multi-
ple frames can be transmitted for primary (voice) and
secondary (data) trtic within the same fiam~timeslot
(20 msec) of the IS-95 CDMA physical layer.

The system does not have any control on the activity
of the indlvidud voice users. Due to the non-red-time
nature of the average asynchronous data transmissions
and dso to a certain extent, fax (it does not matter if
these transmissions are delayed by a couple of minutes
or more), addltiond capacity can be gained by force
fully controlhng the activity of these services at some
intermediate node of the network, on top of the usual
activity of the data source. The proposed simple scheme
will tiect the activity of the TCP/IP data source and
help in controlling the activity of frame transmission
over the airfink.

The average time the airfink is active in one dwection
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for transmitting a segment successfully is given by noise density, a~D is the average user activity and 1.55

.4;:; = [T + (N, – 1)7] (1 – p)~’ +
is the other-user-interference factor in the current and
neighboring cells.

.V,
iv,

x( )

l~hen the frames of K: out of Ku users are delayed
‘s – k T + (NS — 1)~ bv an amount J msec, the average data activity is given~ pk(l – p) (

k=l as

+ k S~;P(Cij) (~T + (i – 1)~))
,=1 1=1

=T+(N=-l)T+ The loading in the system due to data and voice users
is assumed not to exceed 0.5 (i.e.,50YO). The following

PJVS ~ ~ ‘(cij)(~T + (i – 1)~) (21) equation determines the voice capacity K~ice, given an
j=l i=l

The average time to transmit dl the segments in an
average congestion window is

~:9 = A;;: x Fvavg (22)

Hence, the data activity over the airfink is given by

(23)

where the expression for RTD~tig isgiven by Equation
(17).

Our cdl admission scheme app~es a fied amount
of delay to a tied number of RLP frames in both the
upfink and downtink duections at the BSC. This de
lay ultimately translates to increasing the RTD for the
segments which leads to a decrease in the data trans-
mission activity over the airfink, by virtue of Equation
(23). Thus, the frames for a few particular transmis-
sions are buffered for a fixed duration (determined by
the crdl admission scheme) in the BSC, and this fleets
some TCP parameters hke RTD ad RTT estimates,
forcing the reduction of the TCP source activity, Aout.
By providing the same amount of delay to the frames of
a group of data transmissions, the average data activity
over the airfink can be reduced to a significant extent.
This provides additiond soft capacity and allows the
system to add new voice users to the sector.

N- we present numerical results to demonstrate
the voice capacity gain for fied amount of delay to
data users.

3.1 Numerical R=ults

Considering the 1S-95 reverse ~nk, Viterbi’s formula is
used to estimate the gain in voice traffic capacity (in
Erlang) when the data frames for a fixed number of
users are delayed. The user capacity in Erlang is given
as

~ . loading

‘u = ~ .-JD .1.55
(24)

where,
~ is the spread gain. ~ is the bit energy to interference
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average voice activity of 0.45.

C(O.45 K;Oice + A: * K$f”) = 0.5 (26)

where C = ( )~ * 1.55 /g

Let us etiuat; ~he perf&rmance of the new ~gorithm
using the following parameter dues:

P = 0.01
p,:~O~,e

= 0.00001
Ns = 25

T = 100msec

T. = 20msec

The rntimum number of data users in the sector is
assumed to be 15.

Table 1: Variation of airfinkdata activitywith

delay fora singlewer

delay (msec)
20
100
120
200
500
750
1000
1200

data activity
0.57688542
0.56315985
0.5598299

0.54689482
0.50328739
0.47192912
0.44424932
0.42433852

The results are displayed in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1
and Figure 7 show the variation of users activity as we
increase the delay. As the delay is increased for each
user, the time taken to send a fixed amount of data in-
creases and hence the activity of each user drops.
In Table 2, the column headings signify the amount of
capacity enhancement obtained. For example, to in-
crease the voice capacity by 1 Erlang, a 120 msec delay
is to be applied to 7 data users. E the required number
of users is not available in the system, then we can have
the same capacity gain by applying a 500 msec delay
to 2 data users. The blank entries in the table signify

:-~r—–——- - .. ---- _ -. . ..— _ ._ —— . . . — .
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Figure7: Dataactivity ofeachuser vs. delay

Table 2: Amout of delay and the # of wers
delayed for a given capacity enhancement

delay (msec) 1 Erl 2 Erl 3 Erl 4 Erl 5 Erl
120 7
200 4
500 2 8 14
750 1 6 10 14
1000 1 4 8 11 14
1200 1 4 7 10 12

that the number of data users is insufficient to obtain
the corresponding capacity increase with the specified
amount of delay. Depending on the excess capacity r~
quired and the number of data users avdable in the
sector, the operating point can be selected by the cdl
admission algorithm from Table 2. This is the wsence
of our cdl admission scheme.

4 Conclusions

We have proposed a new cdl admission scheme for CDMA
voicefdata systems. The scheme is based on control-
~ig the activity of asynchronous data users at the base
station controller. k order to derive m expression for
average data activity, the interaction between TCP and
RLP (tink layer protocol sitting in the base station con-
troller) is modeled using a mean due analysis. By
controlling the round trip frame delay between the base
station and the mobile host, the airtink activity is ef-
fectively reduced, leading to an increase in the CDMA
soft capacity. The decrease in the airfink activity with
this round trip delay is formulated with the help of an-
alytical model. Experimental results show that a soft
capacity enhancement as high as 5 Erlang is possible
with a maximum of 14 data users in the sector with a
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frame delay of 1200 msecs.
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